As that cute little song I heard the other day goes — "There's gonna be sex in Heaven, and Baby, I'm gonna have a ball." Yes, there's going to be dancing and beautiful girls and sex and lovely maidens in Heaven. (Gen. 6:1, 2 & 4.)
If you've been having fun down here, think of how much more fun you're going to have up there when we're totally free and completely and utterly joyous in the Lord and love of each other-- with no interference from these blue-nosed, long-faced, narrow-minded kill-joys down here!

There won't be any more old long-faced brethren standing around complaining and murmuring about the fact that we're having so much fun!

They're going to join in in that day and they're going to enjoy it as much as the rest of us, when they're finally freed and liberated from their old inhibitions, prohibitions, and restrictions of the old laws and taboos of the churches and narrow-minded religions.

But to get back down to Earth, we'd like to give you some cautions on your future dance videos, lest you repeat some of the mistakes which a few have made in their first childish stumbling attempts to create beautiful sights and sounds on video.

We told you, as an encouragement in making some of these videos, that "Love can be beautiful." But perhaps we didn't emphasize the fact that sex can also be ugly if not done from the right angel, in the right way and in the right spirit with the right know-how.

One of the reasons which first inspired some of our beautiful dance videos was to give something much more positive and beautiful than the ugly, coarse and squalid porno movies which the Devil has to offer to our friends and fish. So, if they see our beautiful dancers, how much more inspiring, clean, charming and uplifting to watch than those horrid, mechanical, sickening and disgusting demonic porno movies!
So we have found, after viewing some of your videos sent to us, that our girls' lovely exotic and sexy dances are the most beautiful things that we have so far produced in the way of inspiring and pleasurable dance videos. Because, although some of your love scenes were tastefully and beautifully done, there were some which were downright ugly. You weren't ugly, but the approach to the subject was a little bit overdone or not sufficiently artistically portrayed.

Besides, we can enjoy our own actual sex in the privacy of our own homes without having to smear it around on our videos for all to see.

So I suggest we stick to our pretty girls with their heavenly dances. We've had enough love scenes for awhile, as they're not as necessary or needed or useful. Let's put more emphasis on displaying the beauty, music and attire of our lovely girls' dance videos, shall we?—Amen!